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Abstract

When, in a criminal case there are traces from a crime scene - e.g., finger marks
or facial recordings from a surveillance camera - as well as a suspect, the judge
has to accept either the hypothesis Hp of the prosecution, stating that the trace
originates from the subject, or the hypothesis of the defense Hd, stating the op-
posite. The current practice is that forensic experts provide a degree of support
for either of the two hypotheses, based on their examinations of the trace and
reference data - e.g., fingerprints or photos - taken from the suspect. There is
a growing interest in a more objective quantitative support for these hypotheses
based on the output of biometric systems instead of manual comparison. How-
ever, the output of a score-based biometric system is not directly suitable for
quantifying the evidential value contained in a trace. A suitable measure that is
gradually becoming accepted in the forensic community is the Likelihood Ratio
(LR) which is the ratio of the probability of evidence given Hp and the probability
of evidence given Hd. In this paper we study and compare different score-to-LR
conversion methods (called calibration methods). We include four methods in
this comparative study: Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), Logistic Regression
(Log Reg), Histogram Binning (HB), and Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV). Useful
statistics such as mean and bias of the bootstrap distribution of LRs for a single
score value are calculated for each method varying population sizes and score
location.

1 Introduction

Use of the Bayesian framework (or the LR framework) is gradually becoming a standard
way of evidence evaluation from a biometric system. A general description of this
framework can be found in [1]. It is applied to several biometric modalities including
forensic-DNA comparison [2] and forensic voice comparison [3, 4]. Preliminary results
of evidence evaluation using this framework in the context of face recognition systems
are presented in [5, 6]. In this framework the responsibility of a forensic scientist is
to compute the LR. The evidence coming from a biometric system can be considered
essentially as a realization of some random variable that has a probability distribution
and the LR is the ratio of the distribution of this random variable under two hypotheses
evaluated at the realized value of evidence:

LR(s) =
P (s|Hp)

P (s|Hd)
(1)

where s is the evidence which is, in this context, a score value obtained from a bio-
metric system by comparison of data from suspect with data found at the crime scene.



This data can be a recording of speech signals or images etc depending on the type
of biometric system. P is a Probability Density Function (pdf) if s is continuous or a
Probability Mass Function (PMF) if s is discrete. Hp and Hd are two mutually exclu-
sive and exhaustive hypotheses defined as follows:

Hp: The suspect is the source of the data found at the crime scene.
Hd: The suspect is not the source of the data found at crime scene or in other words,
someone else is the source of the data found at the crime scene.

The LR calculates a conditional probability of observing a particular value of evidence
s with respect to Hp and Hd. It is therefore an emprical tool to evaluate and compare
these two hypotheses concerning the likely source of the data obtained at the crime
scene and which resulted in evidence s after comparison with suspect data using a
biometric system. Once a forensic scientist has computed the LR, it can be interpreted
as the multiplicative factor which update prior (before observing evidence from a bio-
metric system) belief to posterior (after observing evidence from a biometric system)
belief uing the Bayesian framework:

P (Hp|s)
P (Hd|s)

=
P (s|Hp)

P (s|Hd)
× P (Hp)

P (Hd)
(2)

In this framework, the judge or jury is responsible for quantification of prior beliefs
about Hp and Hd while the forensic scientist is responsible for quantification of evidence
in the form of the LR factor given the evidence. It is clear from the definition of the
LR that the distribution of evidence should be considered given the two hypotheses
Hp and Hd. The job of forensic scientist is to express the evidence in relation to
distibution of evidence given two competing hypotheses while the job of judge or jury
is to asses the posterior probabilities of two competing hypotheses given the evidence.
To estimate probability distribution that suspect is the source of the data found at
the crime scene (assuming Hp is true), we need to collect a set of data from suspect
under similar conditions to that of data captured at the crime scene. This set of data is
compared to the data found the crime scene using the given biometric system to obtain
an estimate of the pdf under the hypothesis Hp. This estimate which is in the form
of a histogram of score values obtained from the same source comparisons is refered
to as Within-Source Variability (WSV). Similarly, estimation of pdf under the defense
hypothesis requires a set of data obtained from alternative sources. Comparison of this
set of data to the data found at the crime scene results in an estimate of the pdf under
the hypothesis Hd. This set of score values obtained from different sources comparison
is refered to as Between-Source Variability (BSV). The set of alternative sources are
sometimes refered to as relevant population and its choice and size may be affected by
the background information about the case.

Obtaining the LRs (or calibrated score values) instead of un-normalized score values
are desirable in several disciplines beside forensics such as medicine and diagnostics,
cost-sensitive decision making and weather forecasting. The focus of this paper is to
evaluate and understand different LR computation methods. The remaining of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes four commonly used LR com-
putation methods. Section 3 discusses proposed evaluation procedure. Experimental
results demonstrating performance of each method are presented in section 4. Section
5 finally concludes our work and presents future research work in this direction.

2 LR Computation Methods

LR computation methods compared in this study are well-known and therefore we
only provide a brief description of each method along with suitable references for detail.



MATLAB scripts of specific implementations of these methods used in this comparative
study are available from the author.

2.1 Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

This approach computes the LRs by first modeling pdfs of the WSV and the BSV scores
and then finding the ratio of these pdfs at a given score value. A common approach to
modeling these densities is using KDE [7]. KDE smooths out the contribution of each
observed data point over a local neighborhood of that data point. The contribution
of data point si to the estimate at some point s depends on how far apart si and s
are. The extent of this contribution is dependent upon the shape of the kernel function
adopted and the width (bandwidth) accorded to it. If we denote the kernel function
as K and its bandwidth by h, the estimated density at any point s is

f(s) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

K

(
(s− si)

h

)
(3)

Where n is the total number of data points. In our experiments we use a Gaussian
kernel whose size can be optimally computed as [8]:

h =

(
4σ̂5

3n

)
(4)

where σ̂ is the standard deviation of the samples and n is the number of samples. Once
estimated pdfs of the WSV and the BSV are obtained using eq. 3, the LR is computed
by plugging in values of these pdfs in eq. 1. A detailed description of this approach to
LR computation is presented by Meuwly [9] for forensic speaker recognition.

2.2 Logistic Regression (Log Reg)

Instead of estimating the pdfs of the WSV and the BSV separatly, this approach
estimates the natural logarithm of the ratio of these densities. Log Reg [10] fits a
linear or a quadratic model to the log odds of the P (Hp|s) which can be used in the
Bayesian formula to compute the LR. Writing Bayesian formula using logit function:

logitP (Hp|s) = LogLR(s) + logit(Hp) (5)

Solving for LogLR(s):

LogLR(s) = logitP (Hp|s)− logit(Hp) (6)

P (Hp) is known and we model logitP (Hp|s) using logistic regression:

logitP (Hp|s) = α + f(β, s) (7)

where f is some function of s parameterized by β. Usually logitP (Hp|s) is ordinary
linear or quadratic logistic model, i.e., α + βs. In our experiments we use a quadratic
model:

logitP (Hp|s) = β0 + sβ1 + s2β2 (8)

Parameters β0, β1 and β2 are found from the WSV and the BSV by Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation (MLE).



2.3 Histogram Binning (HB)

Histograms of the WSV and the BSV similarity scores can be divided into bins in order
to compute posterior probabilities of Hp and Hd given a score value [15]. Using Bayes
rule in odds form: (

P (Hp|Bi)

P (Hd|Bi)

)
= LR(Bi) +

(
P (Hp)

P (Hd)

)
(9)

where i = 1, 2, ..n represents the number of the bin.
(
P (Hp|Bi)
P (Hd|Bi)

)
is simply the ratio of

the number of scores in the set of the WSV to the set of score in the BSV in bin i. For
a given s, the LR value of the bin in which s lies is the required LR value of the s.
The choice of bin size is critical for the performance of the method. In [11] author
has used fixed bin size by dividing the score axis into 10 bins; however, it results in
empty bins when population size is low or when s is very high or very low. We propose
an improved implementation by choosing the bin size based on the number of scores
required in the sets of the WSV and the BSV for LR computation. For a given score
value, the bin is placed symmetrically around the score value and the size is chosen such
that it contains a required minimum number of the WSV and the BSV scores. This
parameter representing the minimum number of scores of the WSV and the BSW can
be varied for different score locations and population sizes to obtain optimal results.
However, we do not assume any information about score location and population size
and therefore keep this parameter fixed.

2.4 Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV)

Given data of the WSV and the BSV, PAV [12] sorts and assigns a posterior probability
of 1 to scores of the WSV and 0 to scores of the BSV. It then iteratively looks for
adjacent group of probabilities which violates monotonicity and replaces it with average
of that group. The process of pooling and replacing violator groups’ values with average
is continued until the whole sequence is monotonically increasing. The result is a
sequence of posterior probabilities where each value corresponds to a score value from
either the WSV or the BSV. These posterior probabilities along with the priors are used
to obtain the LR values by application of the Bayesian formula. A detailed description
of PAV algorithm can be found here [12].
It is interesting to note that computing Receiver Operating Characteristics Convex
Hull (ROCCH) is equivalent to computing ROC of PAV transformed score values [13].
This argument leads to another way of implementation; computing ROCCH instead of
the PAV procedure described in previous paragraph.

3 Data simulation and experimental setup

Most of biometric systems output are scores based on comparison of two samples which
can be considered as a continuous random variable. Therefore computation of the LR
ideally requires two pdfs: one is pdf of s under under prosecution hypothesis P (s|Hp)
and other is pdf of s under defense hypothesis P (s|Hd). However, in practice, these
pdfs are not available and depending upon the LR computation method they are rather
estimated from the data of the WSV and the BSV scores from a biometric system or
the data is used to estimate the ratio of these pdfs. Given datasets of the WSV and the
BSV, it is hard to evaluate performance of different methods of the LR computation for
a given score value partially due to the fact that we do not know the ground truth value
of the LR for that score value. Suppose we have access to the underlying pdfs which
represent the distribution of data in the WSV and the BSV, we can easily evaluate the



method by comparing its output LR with the one obtained from ratio of the pdfs. Using
simulated data, our evaluation procedure is simple: assume standard pdfs for data of
the WSV and the BSV, generate random data from these distribution for calibration of
each method. Finally compute the LR for a given similarity score(s). This process of
the WSV and the BSV data generation for calibration and the LR computation for a
given score is repeated n times so that we have a distribution of n LR values for a given
score value. Performance indicators such as mean, bias and standard deviation of the
distribution of the LR values for each method can be studied for different parameters
such as size of population and location of score value along score axis.
The choice of these distribution types and parameters are critical and it is logical to
base it on the background data from a biometric system. We observe the WSV and
the BSV data from a speaker verification system [14]. Figure 1 shows histograms of
the WSV and the BSV obtained from this system. We use MLE to estimate these
histograms with different family of distributions. It turns out that to get best possible
fit of a standard probability distribution to the data, it should first be flipped along
maxmimum score (both WSV and BSV), then Weibull distributions are fitted to the
flipped data of the WSV and the BSV. Once we have the ‘best fit’ of the flipped data
in the form of standard Weibull distributions of certain parameters, we can generate
data from these standard distributions and the generated data is flipped back to get a
realization of original data of the WSV and the BSV. Figure 2 shows the fitted Weibull
disstributions to the data shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Data of the WSV and the BSV of speaker verification system
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Figure 2: Fitted Weibull distributions using MLE from data of WSV and BSV of
speaker verification system



4 Experimental Results

We select five score values along the score axis and for each score value we estimate
the distribution of the LRs using 10000 realizations of the WSV and the BSV data
from the distributions shown in figure 2. Data is generated in the ratio of 1:63 from
the pdf of the WSV and the pdf of the BSV. We study bias and standard deviation of
each method using five population sizes. Bias is considered as a measure of accuracy
while standard deviation is a measure precision. Figure 3-7 show the corresponding
bias and standard deviation of the distributions of the LRs for given score values and
population sizes. Population sizes shown are the sizes of the WSV data and the BSV
is 63 times these numbers. Observing the results some comments are in order:
For all score locations, with the increase of population size standard deviation decreases.
This is also true for the bias in all cases except for s = -40 where Log Reg gives
fluxuating bias when population size is increased from 100.
Standard deviation and bias of HB approach is very high for small population sizes but
it decreases faster with increase of population size. The parameter representing the
number of samples required in bin to compute the LR in this approach can be adjusted
to get improved result for a given score location and population size however we do not
assume any knowledge about score location and population size when choosing value of
this parameter. There is an interesting trade-off between bias and standard deviation
of HB approach and therefore this provide more flexibility whether we can accept more
bias or standard deviation. This might be a useful property when using this method
for practical cases where we know whether more precise or more accurate value of the
LR is desirable.
In most cases Log Reg perform better compared to other methods particularly it can
guarantee very low standard deviation compared to other methods. This is due to
the fact that the shape of backgorund distributions are closer to family of Gaussian
distributions and the corresponding log odds can be estimated with high accuracy by a
linear or a quadratic model. It is more biased for score values of -20 and +20 and this
bias is not decreasing in usual way with increase of population size which shows that
the parametric curve fitted to the log odds of P(Hp|s) is not fitting to the true curve
at these score locations. This can be a serious drawback of the parametric approaches
that if the model is not appropriate, we cannot compute reliable value of the LR even
by increasing population size.
KDE perform well in all cases except at high score values where we have fewer score
values to estimate the density. The size of the kernel function can be adjusted to
improve the results for a given score location however we use the same kernel throughout
our experiments.
PAV is also attractive as it shows low bias. It has however the drawback that at very
low and very high score values, it can result in zero and infinity values of the LR. In
our experiments, values of zeros are considered as valid results while the LR values of
infinity output by PAV are replaced by the maximum value in the sequence of the LR
mapped from the scores of the WSV and the BSV.
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Figure 3: bias and standard deviation of each method for s = -60
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Figure 4: bias and standard deviation of each method for s = -40
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Figure 5: bias and standard deviation of each method for s = -20
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Figure 6: bias and standard deviation of each method for s = 0
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Figure 7: bias and standard deviation of each method for s = 20

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we compared different methods of calibration for score-based biomeric
systems. A simple methodology is presented for evaluation in terms of bias and stan-
dard deviation of the bootstrap distribution of the LRs for a given score value. Bias can
be considered as how accurate a method performs while standard deviation is a mea-
sure of precision. Performance depends on three dependent parameters: background
distributions representing the WSV and the BSV data, population size and location of
score value along score axis. Generally it is hard to obtain accurate estimate of the LR
when the score is very high or very low. The choice of which method to use depends
on all the dependent parameters as well as on the fact whether more accurate or more



precise value of the LR is desirable. Future research work includes working with the
WSV and the BSV data from real biometric systems. It is expected that when the
shape of background distributions deviate from the family of Gaussian distributions,
the model fitting procedure will not be giving acceptable results in most cases.
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